We address design and evaluation of neural classifiers for the problem of skin lesion classification. By using Gauss Newton optimization for the entropic cost function in conjunction with pruning b y Optimal Brain Damage and a new test error estimate. we show that this scheme is capable of optiiiiizing the architecture of neural classifiers. Furtherniorr, error-reject tradeoff theory indicates, that the resulting neural classifiers for the skin lesion classification problem are near-optimal.
INTRODUCTION
Melanoma is the most letshal of skin cancers. However, patients may be saved from this life threatening cancer if their lesion is detected at an early stage. Computer imaging may assist and improve the detection of such early lesions. T h e "State of the art" in this field was recent,ly reviewed in an editorial in the journal "Computerized Medical Imaging and Graphics" [l] . Although applied t o the problem of skin lesion classification, the main objective of this paper is t o introduce and apply a new methodology for optimization of' neural classifiers. T h e methods applied may be considered as an extensioii oE the Designer Net time series processing tool [8, 91 to the realm of classifiers.
In particular we derive the Hessian for the so-called entropic cost. fuiict>ioii and a,pply the Hessian for Gauss Newton second order optimization and for estima.tion of weight saliency for use in Optimal Brain Damage pruniiig. t \ key ingredient of the proposed method is a new test error estimate for t'lrc ent,ropic cost function [a] . The test error estimate enables us to select, thc optimal network within a nest,ed family of pruned networks.
NEURAL CLASSIFIERS
The aim in classification is to model the probability of classification, P ( ?~I x )~ of a given input vector x where y is the class label. In the context of skin lesiori classification the input vector for the classifier is formed from n1 feature measurements on a given skin lesion. If provided with a training set, D , consisting of p input-output pairs': ( x m , ye), where x E 72"' and y = irl, the likelihood of the neural classifier, F,(x), with parameters (weights) U is given by [7] , Hence, for the well t,rained network, k(l+Fu(x)) -P(y1x). Training is based on minimization of the negative log-likelihood:
cu=l with the error measure given by
The cost function (2) is in turn recognized as the entropic cost function (see, e.g., [a] ). In order to eliminate overfitting, and for numerical convenience, we often augment the cost function by a weight decay term corresponding to minimizing instead the negative log-posterior,
The log-prior, -log P ( u ) , is conveniently chosen to be a quadratic form in the weight parameters, c.g, representing a simple weight decay.
We discuss binary classification for convenience
Generalization
For a given network U the generalization or test error may be defined as, Here, the "true" underlying distribution of examples, P(x, y), need not be a singular measure, -we do allow noisy classifications, i.e., contradicting labels for the same input, corresponding to lFu(x)l < 1. Since the generalization error involves an average over all possible patterns it is not observable, but may be estimated by invoking additional statistical assumptions. The training set error is given by hence, the average entropic cost on the training set. In the limit, p -+ 00, Etrain(u) -EteSt(u); asymptotic theory quantifies this limiting behavior.
While the above quantifies the generalization of a single classifier we are, in fact, interested in the typical behavior of the test error. Therefore we compute the training set averaged quantities:
Here, P p ( u ) , is the distribution of optimal networks obtained by minimizing the cost function based on randomly selected samples of size p from the example distribution P(x, y). Pp(u) could be thought of as the distribution of network parameters in an ideal cross validation ensemble.
It is possible to show that P p ( u ) is asymptotically normal with PP(u) N N ( u * , X), where U* are the parameters that minimize the regularized test
If we now choose the particular network architecture:
with n H hidden units, n1 input units, and parameters U = ( w , W ) , the covariance matrix has the particularly simple form, where we further simplified the Hessian using the Levenberg-Marquart approximation [lo] . R is the second derivative matrix of the regularization term. The quantity H i i~ may be approximated by the Hessian of the entropic cost function, where u ( D ) are the best weights found for
With the asymptotic form of the cross validation ensemble distribution we are in a position to compute the averaged quantities in (7) and (S), and find, where the effective number of parameters is Neff = Tr[HX], and the asymptotic test error given by the average entropic cost of the teacher parameters
One may interpret € 0 as a "noise level" for the classifier; if the classifier is "crisp", i.e., if IFU*(x)I M 1 for almost all inputs, x, € 0 M 0. On the other hand, if the classifier is "fuzzy", i.e., lFU-(x)l M 0 for almost all inputs,
In a practical situation one only has access t o a single training set, and the two averages may be combined to provide a test error estimate, where the average training error is estimated using the actual training error. The estimator (18) may be used to select the optimal network, e.g., among a family of pruned networks, hence, be used as a pruning stop criterion similarly to the criterion previously developed for regression type problems in [8, 91. 
Pruning
T h e architecture (11) may be subjected t,o pruning by Optimal Brain Damage (OBD), developed by Le Cun and con-orkers [lo] . In OBD the parameters of a network are ranked for pruning according to their importance for the training error. If the importance is estimated using a second order expansion of the training error around its minimum, we find the weight saliency:
where the Hessian is given as in (14)
EXPERIMENTAL
We evaluated the optimizing scheme and the classifier theory on the skin lesion classification problem. This classification involves the classes: the malignant, the premalignant and the benign skin lesions. However we focused on the cla,ssificatioii problem of separating malignant lesions from benign. An example of a malignant lesion is shown in figure 1 (original is in color). Generic characteristics of melanoma are large variations in coloring, absence or presence of certain texture features and irregular boundaries. T h e samples used in the present study were all taken from a photographic library of skin lesions, t h a t were collected a t the Dept. of Recontructive and Plastic Surgery a t the National Hospital of Denmark, and which all had been considered potentially malignant. Hence, the sampling of the benign group is rather biased.
In previous studies [ 3 , 41 it is unclear how the sampling of the classes has been done, making comparisons difficult. The d a t a set consisting of a total of 160 images was split into a training set of 120 images and a test set of the remaining 40 images each containing an even split of the two classes. As input t o the network a group of 21 features incorporating color and texture statistics were selected. Boundary features were not incorporated, since they were found not to contribute significantly t o the classificat,ion of the two classes. We believe that this might be a result of the biased sampling, since most of our benign samples, in fact, have irregular boundaries.
A fully connected network with 4 hidden units was chosen initially, see the left panel of figure 2 . In figure 3 we show the development of training and test errors during training of the fully connected network; the weight decay parameter was set t o 0.8. Next we pruned the network iteratively according t o the OBD saliency ranking, pruning 5% of the remaining weights per iteration. After each pruning session the remaining weights were retrained for 30 epochs. For the resulting nested family of networks training errors, test errors and estimated test errors were computed. We also computed the sample standard deviation of the test errors. T h e development, of these error measures during pruning are shown in figure 4 . The estimated test error was used t o stop tjhe pruning and the architecture of the selected network is shown in the right panel of figure 2 . The pruning process is successful in identifying a much smaller network with better test performance than the fully connected network. Furthermore, the variance of the t,est error of i'he rxtworks in the vicinity of the optimal network is significantly lower; hence we can be more confident in the properties of these networks. Although the entropic test error is indeed smaller for the pruned network than for the fully connected net,work.
it is of interest to see what the classification error of the two networks are.
Following Bayes decision theory we selected the class label according t o the sign of the network output when converting probabilities t o classifications.
In this way we found, that the pruned network classified 74% of the lesions correctly on the training set and 66% on the independent test set. The fully connected network classified 98% correctly on the training set and 66% on the test set, ie. when converted to classifications the performances of the two networks are similar.
For comparison we have performed a k-Nearest Neighbor (k-N-N) analysis of the d a t a sets. Within k-N-N a pattern is classified according t o a simple majority vote among its k nearest neighbors (using the simple Euclidean metric).
T h e training error may be computed from the training set by including the actual pattern in the vote. A leave-one-out "validation" error on the training set may be computed by excluding the actual pattern from the neighbor vote. Finally, the test patterns may be classified by voting among the k nearest neighbors found among the training patterns. Using the validation error we found that k = 3 was optimal for this d a t a set. T h e training error for the 3-N-N scheme was found t o be 83%, while the test error was 63%, ie., the network classifiers have slightly better performance than the k-N-N standard algorithm.
Since the neural classifier is trained to produce classification probabilities (and not only Bayes classifications), we can inspect the error-reject tradeoff induced by a reject threshold on the probability (rejecting decisions for which IFu(x)l < T ) . The error-reject trade-off was recently discussed in [5] .
Denoting the classification error rate, at reject rate R, by E ( R ) , it was argued that near-optimal binary classifiers should obey the relation (for low reject rates), Since E(0) M 0.35 for the present system, we expect the slope of the trade-off curve (the efficiency of the reject mechanism) t o be y 3 1/2 -E(0) M 0.15. This is indeed confirmed by the actual error-reject trade-off curve presented in figure 5 .
CONCLUSION
We have developed a methodology for design and evaluation of neural classifiers. T h e approach was applied t o the problem of skin lesion classification. T h e new test error estimator for classifiers was shown t o be able t o produce valid estimates of the empirical test error and could be used t o select optimal networks among a family of pruned networks. The optimal network Lor the skin lesion classification problem based its classification on texture statistics. Currently, the aim is to establish more empirical data for validation of the neural classifier design approach and to compare our classification results with other recent neural network approaches for solving the skin lesion classification problem.
